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20 results. Dodge Magnum Radiator Customer Reviews. Replacement Radiator, Standard Duty
Cooling, 1 in. Core Size. Feb 08, Fit great, no issues. Myles Ganley. Purchased on Dec 21, Nov
16, Everything was good! Appreciate it. Mike Yokum. Purchased on Nov 02, Jul 16, Have
ordered parts in the past and will continue to order from here. Ordering was easy and our order
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overheating engine. Just because the radiator fan is not on does not mean that it is not working.
They are designed to only run when needed. There are a few simple reasons that the fan would
not be cycling on. If it is blown, replacing the fuse will only solve the problem for a very limited
period of time. Unless the wiring issue is fixed, the fuse will blow again. The wiring harness
itself can go bad. Your author has personally had a shredded tire completely pull the fan wiring
out of his vehicle. It can happen. The fan wiring is some of the more vulnerable wiring in your
Magnum. You can test the voltage going from the fan relay to the fan itself. This video from
Ratchets and Wrenches is a phenomenal resource on how to properly diagnose a wiring
problem. Your engine temperature sensor is responsible for relaying your engine temp to the
ECU. Once the temp gets so hot, the ECU commands the radiator fan to come on. Depending on
the model year and engine, the location varies. If it does end up being this sensor, they are very
affordable. Without the coolant hitting the sensor, the temp reading will be significantly lower
than the actual engine temp. Adding coolant to a radiator dry enough not to trigger the engine
temp sensor can cause problems from drastic temperature change. Let it cool down first. Like
any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If everything else seems on the up and up,
the springs in the fan clutch have worn past the point of proper function and can no longer do
their job. Of all the ones listed above, start with the coolant level, then check the fuse. Fan
Clutch Like any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!! Priority number one for the
Magnum Dodge radiator is keeping the engine going strong with cooler air. A large part in
maintaining the integrity of the engine combustion process, the radiator unit must work
efficiently. A fan mounted on top of the unit finishes the process by blowing overheated air
outside the vehicle. A cooling pump powered by a fan belt flows the coolant through the
Magnum Dodge radiator. Once coolant helps remove overheated air, the engine can perform
properly. The radiator is built to last, but road travel takes a heavy toll. The Dodge Magnum is a
large station wagon with rear-wheel drive manufactured from to When the time comes to replace
a worn out or damaged radiator, owners look for a trusted, reliable replacement fitting this
unique brand. They are available for the following Dodge Magnum years: , , , , , , 08, 07, 06, 05,
79, This part is also sometimes called Dodge Magnum Auto Radiators. Fit perfectly, easy
replacement with all the hardware saved a ton of money I'll be buying all my parts here. Ordered
from u and product came within 3 to 5 business days. The prices are great. Way cheaper then I
was quoted from the shop I was going to get them from an fixed at. I am just hoping that the are
good when I get them. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Important Product Info: 5. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. TYC
Radiator. Mopar W Radiator. Product SKU: W Important Product Info: Plastic Tank. CSF
Radiator. Tech Note O. Product SKU: APDI Radiator. Construction Plastic Tank Aluminum.
Features: Increased thermal performance, enhanced design features, and design
commonization for maximum availability with the minimum amount of parts. Meets or exceeds
the manufacturer's specifications that are ready to install. API Radiator. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. GPD C Radiator. Features: Direct fit replacement Durability tested on every
new design Radiators are an important part of the engine's cooling system. The main function
of the radiator is to extract and dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the engine
for optimal performance. Read more reviews. Very inexpensive good quality very fast shipping
saved me quite a bit of money. The radiator arrived within 2 days with the cheapest shippig. Fit

really well. Shipping Options: Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Dodge
Magnum. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Transmission Dodge Magnum. Catalog: A. Vehicle Dodge
Magnum. Vehicle Engine Dodge Magnum. Catalog: P. Catalog: H. Vehicle Sub Model Dodge
Magnum. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: Q. Catalog: N. The rationale here was quite simple. A
bigger radiator is better suited to keeping a car cooler. Especially when you are running it
around on a race track, often in the summer. In the desert. A larger radiator was deemed
especially important given that other fluid cooling systems dump heat into the engine water.
The stock transmission cooler dumps quite a lot of heat as it sits directly in front of -- and
effectively seals to -- the radiator. All of its exhausting heat is dumped straight into the air that
then passes through the radiator. Also, the Mopar Police Oil Cooler is plugged directly into the
cooling system and further dumps in even more heat via direct exchange. There are four
different direct-fit radiators available from Mopar. Three are widely available. The next step up,
known as the 'Severe Duty' radiator, was for vehicles equipped with a towing package. However,
there is a fourth, type, which is generally unavailable. Known as the 'Maximum Duty' radiator,
this unit is on export restriction and, based on what little information that could be gathered
after an exhaustive search and extensive help from Mopar sources, is limited to vehicles
manufactured overseas for use in the Middle East. That sounded right up my alley and, through
sources, I managed to get my hands on one. Its performance under desert road racing
conditions has been exemplary. Summer racing on a desert racetrack has yielded temperature
peaks of degrees. More than livable under circumstances that require other cars to pit and cool
down. Getting the thing installed, however, was far from painless. The unit has an odd twist-lock
lower fitting that is compatible with Not even a factory truck fitting we were able to scare up
from the fitting's Swedish manufacturer Eventually an adapter was hand-machined out of billet
on a lathe. Clamped under a radiator hose, its the most beautiful piece of hand-crafted billet
aluminum that you'll never see. This is a short paragraph that is not getting into the details of
months of sleuthing, overseas phone calls, VIN hunts, the assistance of owners in the Middle
East to acquire needed parts and more. Suffice it to say this particular part of the project is not
for the faint of heart. If the Severe Duty II radiator is an upgrade for you, use that. You won't be
giving up much if anything. Leland-West Insurance. Why Leland-West? Am I Eligible? Contact
Us Instant Quote. He started with the firm while still a college student, way back in According to
Matt his only remaining hobby is Motorsport Reach him at matt lelandwest. Toll Free. Contact
Us. CA Lic. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent
pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between
7 AM and 9 PM. The radiator performs a critical function; it keeps the engine from overheating.
While running, the engine produces heat. Coolant flowing through the system absorbs and
removes extra heat from the engine. The coolant then passes through the radiator where it
cools off and is later circulated back to the engine to absorb heat again. A radiator has two
tanks that are connected to each other through aluminum or brass tubes. When the coolant
passes through these tubes, the radiator cooling fan blows air across the radiator to lower the
temperature of the coolant. The tank is usually made of plastic, and it is common for it to crack
and start leaking coolant. If the tank or the tubes crack, coolant will leak , the vehicle will
overheat and could cause severe engine damage. Radiators also tend to clog over time. When
this occurs, not enough coolant flows through the radiator leading to heat build-up, causing the
engine to overheat. Follow the service maintenance schedule provided by the manufacturer to
get the coolant replaced at regular intervals. It is a good practice to change the coolant every
25,, miles. Replacing the coolant will ensure it is free of contaminants such as rust or scale that
can block it from flowing through the radiator and engine. Given high engine temperatures, it is
inevitable that the tanks in the radiator will eventually crack. The thermostat should be replaced
when replacing the radiator as well as any necessary radiator hoses. The system should also be
flushed out of all old coolant to remove any contamination. If a defective radiator is not
replaced, the overheating of the engine can potentially lead to serious internal engine damage.
Dodge Magnum Car Radiator Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me.
Service Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50
point safety inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: When replacing the radiator, it is best to
also replace the radiator cap and thermostat. After your radiator is replaced, it is best to have it
checked for leaks, to assure that everything is in working order. When the radiator is replaced,
the entire cooling system should be checked, especially the radiator hoses. How it's done:
Inspect radiator for leaks. Pressure test cooling system. Remove and replace the radiator.
Recheck for leaks. Our recommendation: Follow the service maintenance schedule provided by
the manufacturer to get the coolant replaced at regular intervals. What common symptoms
indicate you may need to replace the Radiator? Car is overheating. Coolant red, yellow, green
fluid is leaking. How important is this service? Number of Dodge Magnum Radiator
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